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new eyes. I see maths and numbers everywhere!”
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Background
There are a few children who begin Reception who have not had opportunities to
engage in rich pre-school mathematical experiences. Such experiences could
range from setting the table, making biscuits for teddies, sorting toys or
practising some counting skills.
As a result these children lack certain skills that are essential in order for them to
access the Reception mathematics framework. For example, an attention to
numerosity, spatial awareness, pattern spotting or counting.
These children are at a disadvantage compared to those children who have
accessed such opportunities. This work group has explored how to narrow this
gap so that all children can engage with the EYFS mathematics curriculum
effectively.
Using the Erikson1 Big Ideas as a starting point participants have explored and
extended their professional learning on both subject and pedagogical levels,
created opportunities in their settings to test and refine practice, considered how
to change school approaches in both the short and long term and followed a
small group of children on their journey this year.
Booklet
The NCETM Angles EYFS Work Group teachers have produced this booklet. Using
a version of the NRICH2 Early Years template, we created 25 activities that will
support children in developing number sense, looking for patterns, thinking
mathematically, playing mathematical games and overall developing positive
dispositions towards mathematics.
Further information about the work group can be found on the Angles Maths
Hub website (anglesmathshub.org).
Enjoy!
Alison Borthwick
Work Group Lead
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The 2019-2020 workgroup consisted of 22 teachers from 18 schools.
Here are a few things they had to say about being part of the group:
I have loved being part of this group, collaborating ideas and learning new things
to take back and watch the children thrive from the activities. It was great to make
our own lesson plans and to work together, hearing different people's experiences. I
am so grateful for being part of the group.
Being involved in this course has fired enthusiasm, excitement and ideas to create
as many endless opportunities for all children’s inclusion in maths. Allowing some
children to feel included and to be able to grasp aspects, which they may have
missed, narrowing the gap!
Thank you for being so inspirational and providing actual early years training!
We have had the opportunity to explore current research and work together across
the region to develop a set of effective strategies to support children’s
mathematical thinking and learning which we hope to be of help to others. It has
certainly helped us to forge our own working party to take Alison's ideas and bring
them to life in our trust-wide curriculum.
I had a wonderful time last week and learnt so much.
As a KS1 teacher, I started the course to develop my knowledge and understanding
of EYFS and to also understand what prior learning our pupils have had. As a result
of the course, I have learnt 'how' children count. It has made me more aware of the
current gaps in pupils learning and given me ideas and strategies to narrow the
gaps. I have also discovered the importance of pattern.
The course is very inspirational!
Our teacher loved the course - she said it was really inspiring and engaging all day
long! She's really excited to start implementing things from yesterday into our R
team!
Thank you for you inspirational afternoon!
I really really enjoyed the session last week and am excited about the project.

July 2020

Estimation Jars

Big Idea: Number Sense
Children like to guess how many objects are in the jar and predict which jar
holds more/less. Children can play in pairs/teams.
Adults could introduce mathematical language and the concepts of quantity,
size, more/less and estimation.
Description of Activity
Fill at least 3 jars with objects. Children to estimate by having a sensible guess at
how many objects are in the jars. Children say which jar holds the most/least
objects. Children can record their estimate and the answer.
Describing
How many things do you think are in the jars?
Which jar has the most in it?
Which jar has the least in it?
How could we check?
Reasoning
Was it a good estimate?
How do you know that?
Did the biggest jar hold the most?
Was that surprising?
Opening Out
How many objects do you think would fit in this container?
Recording
Draw your thinking.
Write down your estimate and the answer.
Resources
Jars (transparent bag/containers).
Objects (colourful/ different sizes).
Draw your thinking book / paper to record.

Bigger and Better Outside

Big idea: Counting, Number Sense and Pattern
Children like to explore outside environments and take their learning in their
own directions.
Adults could ensure that there are maths resources outside but bigger and
better than inside. This could be in the form of trugs and maths sheds/areas .
Description of activity
Provide the children with mathematical resources outside which are larger
versions of the equipment that is used within the classroom. For example, giant
Numicon, washing lines, large ten frames chalked on the floor, bucket scales and
massive numbers.
Describing
How can you use the equipment?
What are you doing? What are you learning?
Reasoning
Can you show me your thinking in another way?
Can you prove your learning?
How can you convince me?
Opening Out
Can you show me your thinking in another way?
What other equipment could you use to show your thinking?
Recording
Can you draw your thinking?
Resources
Whiteboard and pens, chalk, natural objects, large Numicon, big numbers, bucket
scales, large washing line, mark making materials, number stones/logs, maths
shed/trolley to store resources, etc.

Draw Your Thinking - Construction Area

Big Idea: Spatial Awareness
Children like to use their imagination to build models using a range of
construction equipment and loose parts.
Adults could provide mark making materials to enable children to draw their
thinking.
Description of Activity
Alongside construction area provide children with mark making materials to
enable them to draw their thinking. Celebrate these through the use of a special
book or by displaying these.
Describing
What have you created?
I wonder if you can draw it for me?
What does it do?
Reasoning
What would it look like from the other side?
Opening Out
Have you drawn all the parts?
Could somebody else use your drawing to make your model?
Recording
Draw your thinking
Resources
Construction materials
Mark making materials
Special big book

Draw Your Thinking Using Stories

Big Idea: Spatial Awareness
Children like to retell stories within the construction area.
Adults could provide children with a specific construction challenge linked to a
story.

Description of activity
After reading a class story the teacher to set children a challenge to complete
within the construction area. Eg can you make a chair for Goldilocks? The
teacher to further children’s thinking by asking them to draw their model for a
friend to copy.
Describing
Tell me about your model (ie chair)?
How many legs does it have?
How tall is it?
Have you drawn all it’s parts?
Reasoning
What would your chair look like from the other side?
Opening Out
Can a friend use your drawing to make the same chair?
Could you make a chair for a different sized character?
Can you make your friends model using their drawing?
Recording
Draw your thinking
Draw thinking from a different angle.
Resources
Construction materials, mark making materials, big book

Ducks and Pond

Big Idea: Counting and Number Operations
Children like using nursery rhymes with manipulatives and drama. This
provides purposeful opportunities for counting and mathematical language.
Adults could set up a pond scene where the children are the ducks going in and
out of the pond.
Description of Activity
Ask children to sing the nursery song ‘5 little ducks went out one day’. The 5
little ducks are in the pond. Throughout the nursery rhyme one keeps leaving
and going over the hill. Teacher is mother duck, asking questions and moving
their knowledge and understanding forward. Mother duck could show the
pictorial representation on the board.
Describing
What do you notice when a duck leaves a pond?
How many ducks are in the pond?
How many now when one leaves?
Reasoning
If there are 2 in the pond, how many are out of the pond?
How do you know?
Opening Out
What would happen if 2 left at the same time?
How many would be left?
Recording
Draw your thinking with the pond.
Stick the correct numeral with it.
Resources
Shiny blue material, duck masks, plastic pond and plastic ducks, chalk and
writing resources for recording.

Duplo Voting

Big idea: Counting
Children like to have a say in class decisions and enjoy purposeful competitions.
Adults could set up a voting system to decide class story choices.
Description of activity
Each child to have a labelled Duplo piece. 2 children to choose a book to be voted
for. Each child to place their named Duplo on a Duplo base to form a tower in
front of their favourite book. The tallest tower to be the chosen book for the day.
Describing
Which is the tallest tower?
How many people voted for?
How many more voted for?
How many more people would need to vote for X for it to win?
Reasoning
How do you know that?
Has everybody voted?
What would happen if everyone had two votes each?
What if there is a draw?
Opening Out
Provide opportunities for voting in other areas.
Recording
Draw your thinking - keep as a class record.
Resources
Selection of story books
Duplo bricks
Mark making materials

Counting Boxes

Big Idea : Counting
Children often enjoy investigating different containers and their contents and
are naturally curious about arranging them in various ways in their play.
Adults could set up a variety of boxes with collections of different amounts. For
example, 6 shells, 8 pennies, 4 pine cones, 5 gem stones.
Description of Activity
Invite children to investigate and observe what they do with the contents of one
or two of the boxes. What do they say? Choose one box to explore together.

Describing
Tell me about this collection.
How many are there in this collection?
Can you guess/ estimate?
How can you find out/ check?
Reasoning
So how many are in this collection?
How do you know?
Which ones you have counted and what will help you check?
Have you missed any?
Have you counted any twice?
What can you do to make sure you only count each once?
Opening Out
What if we found one more?
What if we lost one?
Recording
Can you draw the collection?
Resources
A variety of boxes and interesting collections. Paper and crayons.

Navigating The School

Big Idea: Finding Routes
Children like to explore the world around them, go on adventures and take
their learning outside of the classroom. Children love their increasing
independence.
Adults could actively seek out different ways to travel around school during
daily activities and class journeys, such as taking ‘the round-about way’ to lunch.
They could send their children on errands around the school in pairs to explore
their school environment on their own.
Description of Activity
Seek out the shortcuts, the long routes and the doors/pathways ‘off the beaten
track’ within a normal school day.
Allow children to travel independently around school on ‘important errands’.
Describing
Which way have we gone today?
How did we get there?
Do you know the way?
Reasoning
Which is the quickest/longest route?
How do you know that?
How many different routes are there?
Opening Out
If a door/pathway was blocked, how would you get around it?
Recording
Draw a map of the school for a new pupil.
Resources
School, paper and pen.

Multilink Cubes

Big Ideas : Number Sense & Spatial Awareness
Children often enjoy playing with the multilink cubes to make towers and
shapes.
Adults could set a challenge around a chosen number.
Description of Activity
Ask the child to get 5 cubes and put them together. Can they get another 5 cubes
and make a different shape?
Describing
Is it the same as mine/ your friends?
Can you copy your friend’s shape?
Can you put them together in a different way?
Reasoning
Do all the shapes still have 5 cubes ?
Does it matter if they are different colours?
Opening Out
How many different ways can you put them together?
How can we check you have found a new way?
Recording
Can you draw the different shapes you have made?
Resources
Multilink cubes, squared paper, pens, crayons.

Number Hunt

Big Idea: Hiding and Finding Numbers
Children like to play games, explore their environment and search/hunt for
items. They enjoy competition as well as group tasks.
Adults could hide giant numbers around the classroom and outside, set up
competitions to find/order the numbers or give group activities/challenges to
find and order a set of numbers.
Description of Activity
Create a set of numbers and display them in order on a washing line; play with
ordering them. Suddenly, a number goes missing! Who can find the missing
number? Perhaps one day, all the numbers are gone, and we need to work
collaboratively to find them before lunch!
Describing
Which number is missing?
What does it look like?
Where could it be?
Reasoning
How do you know the order of the numbers – can you check them?
Where could the numbers be – where have you already searched?
Can you eliminate any hiding spaces because they are e.g. too small or
immoveable?
Opening Out
Create two sets of numbers – what will you do? E.g. ‘double up’ the numbers or
create a new line? Change up the numbers – can you order 2s, 5s or 10s?
Recording
Can you create your own number line game? Offer pen and paper – children
make their own numbers and hide them for their friends to find.
Resources
Number cards, washing lines, pegs, pen and paper.

Porridge Bowl Ten Frame

Big Idea: Number operations
Children like to … roleplay familiar stories.
Adults could …. develop number operations by adding and removing bowls of
porridge.
Description of activity
Teacher to tape out a large ten frame with gaffer tape on a table/floor. Bears to
place bowls of porridge on ten frame and children count how many there are.
Children close their eyes and Goldilocks steals a number of bowls. Children can
either draw the bowls on their ten frames with a partner or use concrete objects.
Describing
What do you notice?
How many bowls are there?
How many have been stolen?
How many are left?
Reasoning
How do you know that?
Did you need to count them or could you just see the total?
Has the number got bigger or smaller? Explain why.
Opening Out
Recording
Draw your thinking.
Can you write this as a number sentence?
Resources
Tape, table, ten bowls, ten frames, whiteboards, pens, numeral cards and lolly
sticks to make ‘-‘ and ‘=’. Porridge is optional.

Rock Pool Maths

Big Idea: Spatial Relationships
Children like to … play with natural objects.
Adults could …. provide opportunities for different arrangements and
mathematical language.
Description of activity
Children to explore a range of natural objects e.g. shells, pebbles, sticks, buttons.
Describing
What do you notice?
Can you sort the objects into groups?
How many are there altogether?
How many are now hidden? (In the sand).
How many different objects have you used in your pattern?
Reasoning
How do you know that?
Is it a repeating pattern?
Can you describe your repeating pattern?
How many shapes have you used?
Is it the same on both sides?
Can you explain why you chose those objects?
Opening Out
Can you extend your pattern?
Is it still the same if you undo that action?
Can you extend that pattern in the other direction?
What would happen if you swapped the stones for the shells in your symmetrical
pattern?
Recording
Draw your thinking.
Resources
Sand tray, rock pool objects i.e. pebbles, shells, seaweed, sticks and masking tape
to mark line of symmetry.

Subitising Dice Game

Big Idea: Counting - Subitising
Children like to play games, collaborate and compete. They enjoy a challenge
and they like to roll a dice.
Adults could pair up children, potentially in a mixed ability pair (‘apprentices
and experts’), and set up a game wherein they subitise and represent the
numbers on a dice in a ten frame.
Description of Activity
Adult plays the game on the IWB with an online dice; they ‘roll’ the dice,
count/recognise the number on screen then represent the number in a ten frame
with counters. They demonstrate that the number could be represented in a
myriad of ways. Then the children are sent off in pairs to play the game
themselves using a real-life dice. One person rolls, the other represents the
number, they check their work and then swap roles.
Describing
What is the number?
How do you know – have you counted or just ‘seen it’?
Reasoning
How else could you represent the number?
How many different ways are there?
Opening Out
What would you do if it was a 1-20 dice or if you used two dice?
Would you need another ten frame?
Recording
Can you make your own dice?
Can you make a ‘number poster’ and represent that one number in as many ways
as possible?
Resources
Online dice, dice, ten frames, counters, pen and paper.

Patterned Biscuits For Teddy

Big Idea: Pattern
Children like to … enjoy making shape patterns with playdough.
Adults could …. introduce the teddy and his love for biscuits.
Description of activity
Children to make a selection of different shaped biscuits i.e. circle, square, and
triangle.
Describing
What do you notice?
How many different shapes have you used in your pattern?
How many repeating units are there in your pattern?
Reasoning
How do you know that?
Is it a repeating pattern?
Can you describe your repeating pattern?
How many shapes have you used?
Opening Out
Can you extend your pattern?
Is it still the same if you undo that action?
Can you extend that pattern in the other direction?
Recording
Draw your thinking.
Resources
Teddy, playdough, plate, 2 or 3 different shaped cutters.

Shape Biscuits for Teddy

Big Idea: Shape
Children like to … enjoy making shapes with playdough in various ways
especially when food related.
Adults could …. introduce the teddy and his love for biscuits.
Description of activity
Place all the objects and ask the children to make different shaped biscuits
thinking about how many they might need.
Describing
What do you notice?
How many shapes have you made with straight edges /curved edges, flat/solid?
How many do you have?
How many different types of shapes do you have?
Reasoning
How do you know that?
It’s a circle because it has…
Why is it true?
What makes this shape different to that shape? What makes these shapes the
same?
What happens if you undo that action?
Is this the same shape I turn it around? How do you know?
Opening Out
What would happen if we changed the length of these two sides? Is it the same?
Would what happen if we made this shape bigger?
Recording
Draw your thinking
Resources
Teddy, playdough, plate, cutters, different shapes

Ten Black Dots by Donald Crews

Big Idea: Number Sense
Children often enjoy story books with number and using their own ideas to
make pictures.
Adults could share the book with children and create their own pictures.
Description of Activity
Read and discuss the book with the children. Invite them to make a class book
with their own dot pictures. Get them to decide on the number of dots they will
use and let them make their pictures.
Describing
How many dots are you using?
How can you check you have that many dots?
How will you use them in your picture?
Tell me about your picture.
Reasoning
Do you have enough dots?
How will you make the dots fit in the picture?
Opening Out
How many different ways can you put them together?
How can we check you have found a new way?
What dots can you see around you?
How shall we make our book?
What order will we put the pages in?
Recording
Make the pictures into your own class book for the children to continue to share.
Resources
Ten Black Dots by Donald Crews (available on YouTube). Sugar paper, pre-cut
black dots, pens and ]glue.

Giant Playing Cards

Big idea: Number sense
Children like to explore the giant playing cards found within the environment.
They like to discuss which numbers they have found.
Adults could hide the giant playing cards within the environment for children to
hunt. Adults could also hang the playing cards in varying places.
Description of activity
Ask the children to find the playing cards within the environment. Can they tell
you what number they have found? Can they find a playing card that is one more
or less?
Describing
What do you notice?
What can you see?
How do you know the numeral you have chosen is one more/less?
Reasoning
How do you know that the representation and the numeral are the same?
Can you prove it?
Convince me that the numbers are the same/different
Opening Out
Can you identify the number without seeing the numeral?
Can you represent the numeral you see with objects?
Can you explain how see the representation (subitising)?
Recording
Draw your thinking using a range of materials
Resources
Giant playing cards
Mark making materials (chalk, paper, chunky pens, whiteboard, bingo dabbers
etc.).

Laying the Table

Big idea: Routine (* not Erikson Big Idea)
Children like to be independent and to help adults by doing ‘grown up’ jobs.
Adults could ask children to lay a table in the hall at lunchtime.
Description of activity
Children to help to lay a table in the hall with the correct cutlery and cups ready
for lunchtime.
Describing
How many cups/ knives/ forks/ spoons do we need today?
Reasoning
Do we need the same number of cups, knives, forks and spoons?
What if somebody has gone home ill?
What if a teacher would like to eat hot lunch?
Opening Out
Will we need the same number of knives tomorrow?
Providing the same resources within the home corner.
Recording
Draw your thinking
Resources
dinner hall, cups, forks, knives and spoons

‘Lego’

Big Idea: Spatial Awareness, Shape, Pattern, Measurement
Children like to create, manipulate and construct using Lego
Adults could question ‘Can you show me?’
could model ‘Let’s build a…’
model vocabulary ‘tallest, shortest, longest, smallest, more/less than’
Description of Activity
Give the children a set of Lego suitable to the size of the models you want to
create. Model how to create using Lego blocks to show towers, and simple
shapes. Discuss size, height, shape, vertices/vertex etc. Work with the children to
create patterns, shapes and constructions.
Describing
What do you notice?
Can you match my shape?
What have others made?

Can you describe your pattern?
What is the same what is different?
What other shapes can you see?

Reasoning
What is the same what is different?
Which shape is the tallest/shortest?
Describe what you can see
What shape can you make using ‘x’ Lego pieces?
Which is the largest/smallest shape you have made?
How many constructions can you make using squares? Triangles? Rectangles?

Opening Out
What would happen if you used smaller/larger Lego pieces but had the same
quantity?
To extend this activity, an adult makes a shape behind a screen to recreate.
Recording
Draw their model. Draw the pattern. Gap fill or use stems sentences from
instructions.
Resources
Lego, illustrations of Lego constructions

Amazing Mazes

Big idea: Spatial Reasoning
Children like to be given different opportunities to explore and create mazes.
Adults could set out some mazes using large equipment for the children to
explore and develop.
Description of Activity
A few large equipment pieces set out on ground / floor. Extra equipment
available for children to extend and develop.
Describing
Can you get through the maze? How? What route will you take? Which directions
will you go?
Reasoning
How do you find your way? Can you describe the route you took to a friend? Can
you take a different route?
Opening Out
Direct your friend around the maze. How many different routes are there? Can
you take a wheeled toy through your maze?
Recording
Draw your maze / route. Write or give directions for someone else to write.
Resources
Plenty of random large construction items such as planks, crates, cloths,
tarpaulins, rope, boxes. Can also use large Duplo baseboards and bricks /
marbles. Mark-making equipment e.g. chalk, paper, etc.

Obstacle Courses

Big idea: Spatial Relationships
Children like to take risks, solve problems and challenge themselves within
their physical environment. Children love being outdoors.
Adults could either provide resources for children to create their own obstacle
courses or partially set an obstacle course up for children to develop
independently.
Description of activity
Encourage the children to use the resources/obstacle course in a variety of ways.
Adults should challenge children to take risks and extend their ideas.
Describing
Can you explain your obstacle course?
How can you use it safely?
How do you use your obstacle course (under, over, around, through, jump, hop
etc.)?
Reasoning
How are you challenging yourself?
Which ways are you moving?
Are there different routes you can use?
Opening Out
How can you make it more challenging (higher, use balance, go backwards)?
Have you thought about all the ways that you can move?
How could you show someone else how to use it safely?
Recording
Can you draw a map of the route?
Can you give directions?
Can you show children where to start and finish?
Resources
Tyres, planks of woods, large wooden blocks, hoops, milk crates, steppingstones, camo nets, tarpaulin, ropes, chalk, mark making materials, etc.

Pattern Spotting

Big Idea: Pattern
Children like to explore and spot patterns using a variety of exciting and
interesting resources.
Adults could provide lots of interesting and exciting loose parts for children to
explore and design their own individual patterns.
Description of Activity
To design a unique and stimulating pattern using jewels/gems in empty photo
frames. What can you design?
Describing
What do you notice?
What can you see?
Tell me about your pattern.
What would come next?
Reasoning
How do you know?
Opening Out
Use 3 rather than 2.
Closing eyes and removing/changing pattern. What’s different?
Continue a friend’s pattern.
Recording
Draw your pattern.
Resources
Jewels/gems/loose parts, photo frames, paper and pens.

Exploring pattern with interesting objects.

Big idea: Pattern
Children like to explore and play with random objects.
Adults could set out patterns in AB repeating unit with various objects.
Description of Activity
A few patterns set out on tables, floor etc. in AB unit of repeat using anything
available to hand – pinecones, fruit, shells etc. Encourage children to observe and
discuss. Offer them opportunity to make their own patterns in this manner.
Encourage use of larger objects available outside.
Describing
What do you notice? What can you see? Can you tell me about your pattern?
What have you used to make your pattern? Can you carry it on?
Reasoning
How do you know that? Do you have to say pinecone, shell, pinecone, shell,
pinecone, shell etc.? Is there another way we could describe it? How do you
know you are right?
Opening Out
Alter pattern to ABC repeating unit. Use a frame to make a border pattern.
Recording
Draw your thinking. Mark making.
Resources
Plenty of random items loosely available in sets or groups. Chalk, paper etc.

‘Pipe Cleaner Numbers’

Big Idea: Sets, Number Sense, Counting
Children like to manipulate, construct using pipe cleaners
Adults could question ‘What could you show me?’
could model ‘Let’s see which numbers I can make’
model vocabulary ‘straight, curve, bend, join, separate’
Description of Activity
Give the children printed numerals and pipe cleaners. Model how to manipulate
the pipe cleaner to create straight lines, curved edges and joining and separating
pipe cleaners, while reinforcing vocabulary. Work with the children to
investigate how well children can identify and create numerals. Children can
match, using descriptions. Say a number (depending on the prior knowledge of
the children) that children will then make. Identify further groups of or all
numbers to 10.
Describing
What do you notice?
Can you describe your digit?
Can you match my number?
What is the same what is different?
Can you identify your number from the printed list?
How many numbers can you make using straight/curved lines?
Reasoning
What is the same what is different?
Which digit is the biggest?
How many digits can you make using one pipe cleaner?
What numbers can you make with digits 0, 1 and 2?
Which is the largest value you have made?
Which digit comes next/before?
What order are your digits?
Opening Out
What would happen if you only had one pipe cleaner?
To extend this activity, an adult could make a digit while hidden (feely
bags/under the table).
Recording
Draw their numbers after they have been made
Resources
Pipe Cleaners, printed digit cards

Informal Conversations

Big Idea: Communication (* not Erikson Big Idea)
Children like to share their ideas and talk about what is important to them.
Children respond to being listened to and having their views respected. Some
children do not have the opportunity to engage in sustained shared thinking.
Adults could put everything down and listen! Develop sustained shared thinking
by questioning and progressing the conversation. Reinforce to the child that
their ideas are important and valued.
Description of Activity
Sit, stand or lie on the floor and talk to a child. Adults to use open questioning to
encourage the child to continue the conversation. Adults are mindful that some
children do not have many opportunities to share their ideas. Talking and
sharing experiences gives children the opportunity to develop language,
relationships and understanding.
Describing
That’s interesting…
That’s a great idea, have you shared it with a friend?
How does that make you feel?
Reasoning
What makes you think that?
How do you know that?
How did you find that out?
Opening Out
What might happen if…
What could you do if…
Would you change anything if you did it again?
Now you can do the maths…
Recording
Draw your thinking (if appropriate)
Conversations can be later recorded on Tapestry.
Resources
Time
Patience
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